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What’s that noise?!? It has been a recurring
theme over the years starting with a bad CV
joint in the old Renault R10. It was so bad the
noise bounced off the row houses in Pennsylvania on my normal way home (I change my
route to more wide open spaces until I sold
the car). Then it was my trusted Ford Fiesta
(the original one, not the lame reincarnation).
I didn’t even say “what’s that noise” when my
friend offered up that it was most likely the
water pump one day at home. “Hah, ain’t got
time for that.” So in the middle of Nowhere,
SC on a trip between Pennsylvania and Florida
I had the water pump changed when I said
“What’s that noise?!”

PRESIDENT‘S UPDATE
by George Saylor

Just a few years after moving to Florida I
made the annual trek home to PA during the
winter holidays. By this time the Fiesta had a
killer sound system and I was blasting cassette
tapes the entire trip. On the way back to
Florida I encountered, late evening, a “What’s
that idiot light” event near South of the Border
NC/SC. You can’t miss South of the Border
because there are giant billboards in each
direction on I-95 for about 40 miles leading to
this unique oasis. My idiot light turned out to
be a failing alternator. Said alternator actually
gave plenty of warning that a mounting bolt
exited somewhere south of Virginia and the
alternator was beating itself to death on the
inner fender. I would have had an opportunity
to exclaim “What’s that noise?!” however I
had Michael Jackson’s THRILLER playing full
volume (you heard it here first – I’ve never
admitted to owning that cassette). I ended up
in Dillon, SC, where cash is king and credit
cards are untrusted. While the mechanics dealt
with my car (new alternator and a welded
mounting bracket) I commiserated with an
unfortunate chap whose Toyota pickup truck
wouldn’t run. This was an all-day event, with
the Toyota having a new fuel pump installed
when in fact it was just frozen crap in the
fuel line, which was easily dispatched with a
100psi air hose after the new fuel pump failed
to remedy the situation. My Fiesta was back

on the road after the young mechanic verified
that there is a wrong way to connect one of the
alternator wires (what’s that smoke?!).
You would think that even with my trusty
Fiesta and loud radio I would have learned
my lesson. Three decades later the radio is still
very loud. Pop music has been replaced with
heavy metal. And, having grown up with no
air conditioning in the house or the car, I still
distrust modern A/C systems as having negative
effects on fuel economy and performance,
beside the fact that I just wasn’t used to it. I
also like fresh air, so even at 95˚ F the windows
are still open. This requires the heavy metal to
be even louder. I related last time that I had a
“What’s that noise?!” event when it turned out
to be a small stone briefly stuck in the backing
plate of one of the front rotors. My senses were
heightened as just a few weeks earlier I had
noises coming from my Jeep, with said noises
only apparent when driving around the parking
garage at work. And mostly on tight turns. A
quick check on the way home revealed the
front vent hose heat shielding was contacting
the front driveshaft. A little test drive around
the block and problem solved. Within 15
minutes it’s “What’s that damned noise?!”
Further inspection at home identifies the heat
shield for the catalytic converter has rusted
away from the mounting bolts and is rubbing
against the rear driveshaft. Heat shield in the
trash and radio volume goes back up to FULL.
Dohn Roush, our esteemed newsletter
editor and recipient of the Regional Outstanding
Chapter Volunteer Award, was being honored
at the June Dayton Area meeting. I traveled
to Dayton in the 528i and (shock and horror)
had the A/C on the entire distance. I will say I
actually dressed up a little for the meeting and
subsequent award presentation to Dohn, so
keeping cool was a necessity. The meeting
location was Brixx Ice Company, which is
across the street from the Dayton Dragons
baseball stadium. With Dayton making frequent
use of a one-way street system I typically use
an alley adjacent to the stadium to get to Brixx.
So with the A/C on and the radio blasting I
approached Brixx from the alley and it was
(continued on page 3)
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“WHAT’S THAT NOISE?!?” It sounded as
though the entire suspension (front and rear),
engine, and transmission had evacuated every
single fastener onto the pavement below. I had
checked the Dragon’s schedule to make sure
there was not a home game, unfortunately the
schedule did not alert me to the drum corps
which would be practicing that evening, and
having initiated their practice at the exact
moment I passed the stadium. And out of the
entire stadium area the practice was in a small
corner right next to the alley.
So the point of all this? Dohn Roush is the

Outstanding Chapter Volunteer for the North
Central Region! In addition to mentions in
the Roundel and on the BMW CCA web page,
there will be additional coverage of all award
winners at Oktoberfest in Monterey, CA.
Dohn – if you’re driving out to California
just keep the A/C on and the radio blasting,
but no heavy metal. NPR should provide
plenty of early warning in advance of a “What’s
that noise?!” event. (George, I’m flying out to
CA, so if I get a “what’s that noise” moment my
problems may be a whole lot bigger. – ed.) ■
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Vern and I
have had quite
an adventure, attending the
Rivertown Gear Busters Spring
Kentucky Ridge Run in Ohio &
Kentucky; Mid America ‘02 Fest in
Eureka Springs, Arkansas; The Vintage
in Asheville, North Carolina; and
The Greenwich Concours d’Elegance
in Greenwich, Connecticut.

hours. Jill the GPS got me to Jim’s house without
a problem. It was Jim’s birthday, so we went
out to eat at a place called Chappy’s. I had
broiled teriyaki salmon and an incredible
stout called something Peiroge brewed in
old whiskey casks; it was divine. After
dinner we went to a Leis Black play called
A Slight Hitch, a comedy based on a period of his life
when a wedding went awry.
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April 23: The Rivertown Gear Busters Spring Kentucky Ridge Run. Jim
Denker and I each drove our cars, he has an E30 325i, to Fuel Coffee in Cincinnati for Cars & Coffee. Fuel is owned by my friend Jason Gipson. As we arrived
the large parking lot was full so we parked across the street. As I was getting
out of Vern, I saw Jason walking over; after a proper greeting of shaking hands
and a man hug, he said “You’ve come all this way, you’re parking in the lot. I’ll
make space for you and Vern!” As I pulled across the street several people were
leaving, so I took a choice photo-op spot.
After visiting with my Ohio friends for a few hours, 20 of us were off on
the Spring Kentucky Ridge Run. After stopping to fuel up the cars we were off
in earnest. This was a simple follow-the-leader tour, with the leader going 65+
on the back roads of Kentucky. Vern handled the roads with grace and tact as I
was shifting and drifting at times around the bends, driving at my limit. After five
hours of this we decided it was time for lunch, so we headed back to Cincinnati
to the Hofbraü House, a German-style beer hall. Then we drove back to Jim Denker’s
house, where I was staying. It was a great day.
April 24: Jim and I went to Yellow
Springs, Ohio, to go for a walk in the
woods and have brunch at Clifton
Mill. Then we went to Young’s for ice
cream and drove to Yellow Springs
and walked among the eclectic stores
and historic homes.

Rivertown Gear Busters Spring
Kentucky Ridge Run and
The Mid America ‘02 Fest 2016
April 21: Set off for Dayton, Ohio via the familiar
295 > 95 > 290 > 84 > 80 route I have traveled so
many times. I stopped for coffee at a Starbuck’s in
Scranton, PA with Mike Miller, the Roundel Tech Talk
writer. Vern and Schwarzy, his bright yellow 2002,
were the hit of the parking lot. After a quick hour-anda-half coffee break, Vern and I drove to Lockhaven,
PA. Dinner was out of the snack machine.
April 22: Got on the road at 8 am, destination
Dayton, Ohio suburb of Kettering and my friend Jim
Denker’s house. The drive was an uneventful seven

April 25: I visited America’s Packard
Museum again, as I had last year. As I
			
arrived a young man, the new curator,
walked out and said “Show me yours I’ll show you mine.” So I told him about
Vern. When we went into the museum we talked for a couple of hours; I was
there for an hour and a half before I paid the token admission. I hung out with
the curator and his friends until almost closing time. I love that museum.
April 26: Went to Carillon Park in Dayton. It’s a park with a musical bell tower
that looks like something out of Lord of the Rings. There are also several historic
buildings chronicling the history of Dayton as the City of Innovation, from the
Wright Brothers to the Barn Gang of innovators developing the electric starter
on the 1911 Cadillac.
That evening was the Buckeye Chapter BMW CCA meeting at a local pizza
shop. It was fun meeting similarly minded BMW enthusiasts. Mike Self, another
Roundel writer and friend of mine, was there. In Ohio, since it’s such a big state,
they have Chapter Governors who conduct the business portion of the meeting.

As is usual when I’m traveling, people are amazed
that I drove from Maine. It was fun to meet some
more people and make new friends.
April 27: Jim Denker, as my copilot, and I drove to

Mike Self’s house to start the trip to Paragould,
Arkansas. Dave Hoovler, from Cleveland, with his
pristine ‘71 2002 that
his dad bought new,
was also part of the
caravan. The drive took
us through Cincinnati
and along the backbone
of Kentucky on 65. At
a rest area we met up
with Larry and Susan
Wilson of Somewhere,
Indiana in their E30 325i. The four of us caravanned
along under threatening skies. We stopped along
the way for gas in Greenville, and a half-hour later
we were in torrential wind-blown rain, traveling at
25-35mph because we couldn’t see the car in front
of us, but we could see the headlights behind us. It
was an adventure.
We arrived in Paragould, Arkansas later than
planned, and had dinner at a local BBQ place and
exchanged stories and laughs. We had a great time.
April 28: We woke to sunny skies for the 4.5 hour
trip to Eureka Springs, Arkansas. Two more people
joined our caravan, Peter Schopperly and Kevin
Taylor from Chicagoland. It was smooth sailing
until our last stop for gas. Peter lost his gas cap; it
was found a short time later in the station parking
lot, having been run over! Luckily I carry an extra
gas cap, just in case, having lost one of mine in
the past. We arrived at the Eureka Springs ‘02 Fest
host hotel around 4pm, registered and figured my
mileage to that point at 2,094. We had dinner at

Scrappy’s, who are famous for their burgers.
April 29: Mid America ‘02 Fest officially starts. Woke to rain clouds and drizzle.
After breakfast we attended a few workshops and informal talks about ‘02s, before
the scheduled tour to Rogers, Arkansas. Jack Fahuna talked, then there was an
Active 123 ignition install on two ‘02s. By 11am the rain had stopped and we set
off, with Jim Denker as copilot. We arrived in Rogers about an hour later and ate
at a gourmet grilled cheese restaurant, then we headed back to Eureka Springs.
The roads were dry and the pace was decidedly quicker. When we arrived back at
the hotel it was time for visiting old friends and making new friends. We went to
the local Mexican place and a table of ladies bought us drinks! They were quite a
rowdy group of gals; we all had a great time.
April 30: Mid America ‘02 Fest Show. The weather was perfect. I wore my blue
and white striped Lacoste shirt so I could find myself in the group photo. There
was an ‘02 Quiz and we put our door prize tickets in for the items we wanted to
win. Then we had a free BBQ dinner, which was excellent. After dinner was the
door prize and awards. I sat at a table with Jim Denker, Mike Self and a new friend,
Gregory Black. I had put
in for a few items, and
won a few. The best
thing I won was an oil
filter and a locking gas
cap. As I was walking
back to my table Peter
Schopperly asked for

the gas cap in trade for a Roger’s Tii gift certificate,
of course I said yes and made his day. Our table
was very fortunate with all our winnings. When
they handed out the awards I finally received
the coveted Iron Butt Trophy.
May 1: After breakfast and saying farewells,
we were on the road by 9:05. Mike Self had
neglected to set his alarm clock and a few folks
in the returning caravan were getting antsy. We
headed back a similar way until we saw signs
for Mammoth Springs, then headed north for
some spirited back road driving before we got
on the highway. Ate dinner at a Cracker Barrel
with Jim Denker, Mike Self and Dave Hoovler.
May 2: On the road by 8am to head to Jim Denker’s house in Kettering, Ohio. Mike
Self peeled off in Beavercreek. After dropping off Jim, Dave and I stopped for a nice
lunch at a local place called Christopher’s, then caravanned to Columbus, where
we parted ways. Vern and I continued on to Clearfield, Pennsylvania for the night.
May 3: Vern and I took the southern route on 80 to 287 across the Tappanzee to
the Hutchison Parkway to The Merritt, stopping at my favorite Mexican restaurant,
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Ole Mole in Stamford, Connecticut, then drove
the rest of the way home. Mileage 3,094.

The Vintage in Asheville,
North Carolina.
May 17: Vern and I left for Doylestown,
Pennsylvania to stay at my friend Larry Schwarz’s
for the night. He has a beautiful timber frame
house on 5 secluded acres with an amazing
swimming pool that looks like a pond. We got
together with an E9 CS Coupe friend, Steve
O’Neill, and had a wonderfully fun night.
May 18: After coffee and toast Larry and I were
off in our 2002tiis to meet up with our mutual
friends Robert and Lydia Cruz at the King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania rest stop of the PA Turnpike. We then set
off for Roanoke, VA. We stopped for lunch at a 5 Guys
that required a U turn, confusing Jill, the GPS, and following
her directions I had to do two more U-turns, while Larry,
Robert and Lydia pulled into the parking lot. After a bit of
teasing we had a fun lunch. A few hours later we were in
Roanoke. The turn for the hotel was a 180 from the exit and I missed the turn.
After some more teasing about the GPS we walked to dinner.
May 19th: The plan was to drive the Blue Ridge Parkway, meeting a group at
noon. Not wanting to wait, we left after breakfast to drive the BRP. Everything was
fine until we climbed into rain and fog. We did this for about two hours, in and out
of fog and rain. After finding locked bathrooms at a rest area, we decided to head
for the highway. We were soon out of the foggy clouds and heading to Asheville.
Mileage from home 1,180.
As soon as we arrived friends were greeting Vern and me; there were smiles,
hugs and happiness. Took me about a half hour to make it to the lobby, 40 feet
away. Several old friends and some new ones went to Sierra Nevada Brewing via
the hotel shuttle for dinner. It’s a German-style beer hall with exceptional food, and
I was able to enjoy a fine stout to round out the day.
May 20: Up early for breakfast with a bunch of friends I only see during this event
yet communicate with regularly on FB, the 2002FAQ and E9 forum.
Today’s adventure was a tour to The BMW CCA Foundation in Greer, South
Carolina. The event was capped at 200. I was fortunate to get tickets 001 and 002.
There was a huge line of cars at the hotel. At 10am we set off on the interstate to
The Foundation. Jim Denker was my copilot again; when we arrived it was raining.
The Foundation is the museum of the BMW CCA and filled with memorabilia either
purchased, donated or on loan from CCA members. Michael Mitchell, Scott Hughes
and Mike Ura were our tour guides, explaining what the exhibits were and how
they were saved.
After lunch several of us decided to do the scenic tour back to the hotel. We
had an absolute blast on the mountain roads, despite the rain, and were able to
follow the directions with no errors.

I met up with Rob Siegel, Brian & Michelle Ach,
Paul Wegweiser & Wendy at the hotel restaurant
for a snack and warm beverage before registration.
When registration started we all filed out to get our
posters, shirts, name tags and placards. Afterwards
we went to Carrabba’s for a late dinner.
May 21: The Vintage Show. I met an old friend
from my working days in Asheville for breakfast.
Hadn’t seen each other in person for 13 years; it
was great to catch up. She loved seeing Vern in
person after following his adventures for the past
six years.
After we parted
company, Vern and I
set out for the show
at Hot Springs. For the
first time in days the
rain gave way to sun,
so I borrowed Mike
Self’s “squeegee”, a
Renault Dauphine wiper
blade, and dried Vern,
			
then spent the day
talking with friends, making new ones and taking
pictures. It rained on and off for the rest of the day.
I was asked to join Peter Stillewell with his
1967 1800TiSa and Grice Mulligan in his 1975
2002 to do the scenic tour through the mountains
back to the hotel. The pace was fast on the wet
roads as we climbed out of the valley of Hot
Springs. At one point I was braking for a hard
right-hander and when I turned the steering wheel
the front tires lost traction and I found Vern and
I heading straight for a rock retaining wall. We
stopped an inch or so from hitting the wall. It was
a butt-puckering moment. Vern and I recovered
our composure and continued on at a little slower
pace. We had a great time on the twisty roads
which dried the more we drove.
I met up with Chuck Moss, Sally Rappaport,
Chris and Alex Auty, Doug Murray and Raleigh and
Edith James for dinner in Asheville. The dinner was
excellent and the company and conversation
even better.
May 22: Up early for breakfast with friends.
Planned to drive back with Larry Schwarz and the
Cruz’s, unfortunately that plan didn’t work out, so
Vern and I set out on our own. As we continued

along we caught up to
Chris and Alex Auty in
their 1967 BMW 1600GT.
Vern and I decided to
caravan with them, as we
live about an hour apart.
As we drove along
I learned there was an
accident at exit 200.
Instead of following 11
to the right we turned left, and were greeted with
traffic-free winding roads which led us to Staunton,
Virginia. After a long poke of over 630 miles we
were tired of driving. We had a delightful dinner
then had dessert at Ice Cream World.

Enders, had two cars in the Bonham’s auction. I took
some pictures posted them to Facebook and called Villi.
We chatted for a bit about the cars and the auction. Then
I saw a familiar face, but couldn’t place where I’d seen the
man. Turns out he’s an E9 guy, Bob Platt, I met and had
dinner with at The Vintage in Asheville! Stan, Bob and I
talked about our E9s next to a 1937 Mercedes 540K. We
parted ways as Stan and I looked at the rest of the auction
cars. As we were viewing and dreaming of winning the
lottery, we met up with Adrian Pasternak, Vice President of
the CT Valley BMW CCA, and watched the award ceremony.
After the show Adrian invited Stan and me to Athens Pizza for what became a
hilarious night of stories, jokes and very good pizza.
At 10 pm Vern and I drove to JFK Airport on a flooded Hutchison Parkway to
pick up Cindy, who had been in Miami, Florida for a seminar.

May 23: We had breakfast and headed out to
drive along the Delaware river to Dingman’s Falls
for a short walk to the falls. Stopping at Charlton
Plaza for fuel we decided to switch cars. Chris and
Alex loved driving Vern and I had a great time in
the 1600GT. We traded back to our respective cars
and went our separate ways. Mileage 6,594.

June 5: Greenwich Concours European 100 Years of BMW. The weather
was predicted to be rainy, so the judging was moved up to 9am. Stan the GR8WHT,
Cindy, Vern and I picked up our credentials. We were quickly parked in the circle
closest to the BMW tent. BMW had brought a 1935 319 sedan, an i8, a 1979 M1
and an M4. By 9am there were 15 cars in the BMW circle, including a 1938 328,
1949 Veritas RS 1960 507, 1965 Farmobil, 1965 3200CS, 1967 1600GT, 1971
2002, Vern, 1973 3.0CS, 1973 3.0CSL 1974 2002Turbo, 1986 635CSi, 1986 Alpina
and 1990 Z1. Several cars were no-shows due to the weather.
When the judges came
over to Vern, I told them his
story, from ebay to the
present. I enjoyed telling
them his history; they

Greenwich Concours d’Elegance
June 3: Drove to Stan Chamallas’s house in Newmarket, New Hampshire for the drive to Rye, New
York, where we were staying. We went to dinner
at my favorite Mexican restaurant again, Ole Mole
in Stamford. We sat at my now usual
table and enjoyed a great meal.
June 4: Greenwich Concours
American & Bonham’s Auction Preview. We arrived early
to get a decent parking spot in
the designated parking lot. As
expected the cars were incredible.
The weather was predicted to be
overcast, but it became a beautiful
day. Stan and I admired the cars
and talked to some owners. I was admiring a 1965
Buick Riviera Grand Sport and talking with the
owner when Wayne Carini came over and started
asking the owner some questions. I took some
pictures and Stan and I moved on. For the next 20
minutes it seemed Wayne was following us around,
admiring the same things we were.
My friend and Pine Tree Chapter member, Villi

admired my lobster shorts, lobster plate and red
shoes. They enjoyed my stories and thanked me for
driving Vern down. We didn’t win an award.
Several of my friends showed up to enjoy the
show and the rain that did arrive around lunch
time; the twelve of us enjoyed the show and shared stories and laughs.
We left soon after the abbreviated award ceremony, Our friends won awards
for the 1967 1600GT and the 1965 Farmobil.
When Stan, Cindy and I left, we sat in traffic for a few miles, then decided to
stop for dinner at an Olive Garden. We continued home through torrential rain,
arriving home 7 hours after leaving Greenwich. Mileage 776.4.
Had such an amazing time driving Vern 7511 miles in six weeks to all these
events. He’s a very special 2002tii, and I’m so glad to have so many friends from all
over who enjoy and appreciate him as well. ■
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CINCINNATI AREA NEWS
Mark Jeanmougin, Cincinnati Area Governor

Hey Bimmerphiles! I’ve got a few smaller
things I want to talk to everyone about.
First: Tire Rack Street Survival ( http://
www.streetsurvival.com/ ). For those that
haven’t come out to one of these yet, I implore
you to come join us. It is a fantastically fun
way to spend the day. Our last school was the
smallest I’ve worked with so far, with only 15
students. Normally we get about 25. The kids
have a boat load of fun. They learn skills that’ll
help them in life. And the volunteers get the
satisfaction of helping kids learn and grow.
Plus, you’ll get enough “steps” in that you
won’t have to go to the gym that day. :)
Street Survival is quite the family affair.
We’ve had one family where the oldest son
went through it, then the middle child, and
last week was the youngest. Dad started shagging cones and now is a coach helping other
kids. We’ve also had two different families
where the parents came to help with cones

and brought the kids with them. As they
reached driving age, they then became students. Don’t feel like you have to go alone!
I’ve started talking it up in the office. For
the last school, I picked up three students and
even more volunteers. The more, the merrier!
The conversations are a little odd to start, but
every parent wants to help their kids be more
safe.
Breaking News: You heard it here first,
kids: The next Tire Rack Street Survival in
Cincinnati will be October 8th in Blue Ash.
For those that haven’t been to a Street
Survival and maybe aren’t familiar with it,
please reach out to me (markjx@gmail.com or
937-901-1900). I’m happy to talk about it.
Second: Dearest BMW Friends, I write you
today with a heavy heart. I write to you about
a scourge in our ranks. Something that impacts
us from Cleveland, Philadelphia, all the way to
Delhi. This new threat to our American way of
life is called: The Loaner Car
They say it’s free. But, just try to use one
without a “reservation” at the “service
department”. Baah! They threatened to call
the police! Sure, The BMW Store was able to
get me an appointment the next day and an
oil change for only $90 (a great price!), but I
certainly wouldn’t call it “free”; “included” is
more like it.
But, that’s how they get you! After some
time in that beautiful 2016 228i cabrio, my
wife has decided that she needs a convertible
now. So, now this “free” loaner has cost me
$90 for the oil change (for a savings of over
30%), this Saturday afternoon test driving
convertibles, and who knows what else! This
could be the most expensive “free” loaner ever!
Third: On the other end of the spectrum,
some of you know that my wife is now fostering
cats. On Friday, I had the experience of piling
four kittens into the M3 for a trip to the vet.
After Caitlin picked them up, I had dreams
of coming home to four tiny kittens each in
a tiny “cone of shame” after their surgery.
Apparently, just getting fixed isn’t “enough”
of a surgery to justify the cone. Oh well. :) On
the bright side, we’ve got two kittens ready to
find their “furever” home! ■

Strengthen the BMW CCA Foundation, one brick at a time
Help save lives and save history by ordering your personalized brick today:

www.fundraisingbrick.com/bmwccafoundation.org

Remember, your brick order can help Buckeye Chapter win the Chapter Challenge!

COLUMBUS AREA NEWS

Mark Borror, Columbus Area Governor
Greetings Columbus BMW CCA members,
Where has the time gone? The sunset is
now around 8:50 and the beginning of school
is imminent. The juggling of work (selfemployment), families (two young girls), BMWs
(fixing), make for a quick sunrise and sunset
lifestyle. There is just not enough time to
execute the ideas I have in my head. I would
really like to add a four post car lift in my
garage so I can stop crawling on the concrete.
We were able to coordinate the first annual
Governor’s Party in June. We had an evening of
relaxation and laughs with our car club and
significant others. There were nine couples and
a few singles at Jason’s Deli, for beer and spirits.
Thanks to my wife Christy, Mike and Danielle
Laci as party coordinators and food runners for
the event. Being the first hot day of the year,
we were able to spend some time outside,
considering the blistering sun beating down
from the heavens. It was a successful evening,
with only a few glitches during the day. The
sliding door to the patio fell off the track due to
a bearing issue. Thankfully we have engineers
in the group to solve problems using a crowbar
and a flat head screwdriver. Like preventive
maintenance for a water pump at 100,000
miles, I should have known the repetitive cycle
of opening and closing a 12-year-old door
would take its toll. As I worked the door for
guests we were able to limp home for the last
hour of the party.
Another weird situation was the missing
silverware. I must have misplaced the forks and
spoons as I put them away, or maybe we have a
traveling gypsy in the group. So beware, I will
be listening closely during our monthly meeting
for any clanging noise coming from a
pants pocket.
More new faces are showing up to the
Winking Lizard Restaurant for our gatherings.
I hope you enjoy the time talking about cars as
much as we do and see the opportunities the
club has to offer.
We still need help from our members to
plan events. If you have some available time it

would really make the number of events double
throughout the year. I’m hoping to coordinate a
Columbus Clippers game sometime in September
and our 2nd annual Hocking Hills fall drive
in October. Once those dates are set, I will
distribute an email to the group.
As always, we are only as strong as our
membership participation. Your ideas are
welcome and we would love for you to come
out to a monthly meeting and share them. We
meet every third Wednesday at the Winking
Lizard, located off of Bethel Road, at 7:30pm. If
you would like to be on our email distribution
list for meeting notices, please contact me at
mborror.cols.bmwcca@gmail.com. ■

DAYTON AREA NEWS

Nick Schumacher, Dayton Area Governor
It’s been a fun summer for the Dayton area
of the Buckeye Chapter. We’ve been seeing
some new faces at our meetings. We met at
TJ Chumps In Huber Heights in May, then in
June we had the honor of presenting Dohn
Roush with his BMW CCA volunteer award at
Brixx Ice Co. We also got to drool over a new
member’s Sakhir Orange M4.
This fall we will continue to have our
regular meetings at Brixx Ice Co. on the fourth
Tuesday of the month. If you have any suggestions on alternate meeting places or additional
events, please pass your ideas along to Mark
or me. Are you on the Dayton area e-mail list?
If not, you can e-mail Mark at bmw.cca@
morrises.com and he will keep you up to
speed with meeting reminders and notices of
activities. Keep an eye on the calendar on the
Chapter website for meeting details. I’ll see
you at a meeting! ■

TOLEDO AREA NEWS

Phil Ross, Toledo Area Governor
Friends of the Marque, rest assured that BMW
is alive and well prepared to compete the
next 100 years. I still have a 75th Anniversary
poster from O’Fest hanging in my garage.
Sadly, I won’t be making the pilgrimage to
Monterey this year, but I still have hopes of
snagging a 100th Anniversary poster. O’Fest
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DRIVING LIGHT
A UTUMN
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2016 promises to be a big hit with a record
2000 plus registrants. I hope some of you can
go and bring back memories and stories to
share. Even a new raffled BMW will do!
Disclaimer: Neither the Buckeye
So far this summer my Need for Speed
Chapter nor BMW CCA, Inc. is
has been filled with autocrossing a ’92 Mazda
affiliated with BMW AG or BMW NA
or any other commercial enterprise.
Miata and attending a National Meet of the
The statements contained herein
AMCA (Antique Motor Cycle Association).
are solely the words of the authors,
and no endorsement or guarantee of
The one-owner Miata is being campaigned
fitness is implied by their publication.
by
four
high school buddies of mine. We got
Some modifications described herein
may void your warranty, or violate State some new wheels, sticky tires, a strut tower
or Federal laws for street applications. brace and big 3.2 magnetic numbers – Voila –
If in doubt about any repair or
Blatz Boys Racing (BBR) Team was born! We’re
modification, consult your dealer or
other expert before undertaking it.
racing mostly on a go-kart track in Circleville,
All articles are the opinion of the
just south of Columbus!
authors, and modifications outlined
The AMCA event is held in Wauseon, OH
herein might void warranties, anger
the neighbors or invoke plagues of
on the 3rd weekend of July and is complete
locusts. Some exclusions may apply,
with swap meet, flat track races, For Sale
your mileage may vary.
corral and judging. I saw license plates in
the parking lot from the East Coast thru to
Iowa. The event is normally dominated by old

Harleys, Indians, BMWs and an occasional
Triumph, BSA or Royal Enfield. But since the
definition of “antique” is anything older than
35 years, the Japanese are starting to be
recognized and dare to show up. While I’ve
been trying to keep a low profile in the
political scene I couldn’t help but notice some
yard signs among the swap meet displays that
read “Hillary for Prison 2016”. Wonder what
they meant?
On a road trip to Lakeside, I spotted a
newer 6-Series with an Ohio vanity plate of
UBER BMW. Now that would be a nice
taxi ride.
We’re still having monthly meetings at
Tekela Mexican restaurant on the Second
Tuesday of the month. I live in Findlay and
meet Jim Troknya for Happy Hour half-price
appetizers and beverages. Contact me and let’s
find a way to get together in the Glass City! ■

Street Survival Gets
Corporate Coverage,
and Support!
– Reprinted from the in-house communications of Vantiv, a
credit card processing and merchant services company
Despite the almost unbearable heat this weekend in Cincinnati,
five of Vantiv’s “gear heads” helped save 15 young teen drivers’
lives by volunteering with the area’s most recent Street Survival
school, http://streetsurvival.org/, sponsored by the Tire Rack and
the BMW CCA Foundation.
Long-standing BMW CCA members Mark Jeanmougin, in
Security (current Area Governor for the Buckeye Chapter) and
Nicky Schardt from Product (former Area Vice Governor and HPDE driving instructor), convinced fellow GH colleagues to sign
up their driving age children and help with the event. Mark ran the classroom and Nicky coached two students throughout the day. Bob
Bartlett in IT, his wife and Dave Henderson with MSFI Opps volunteered to man the skid pad. Dave also brought his daughter and her
boyfriend, who both enjoyed the skid pad, maybe a little too much… Dave Wigger from IT was seen biting his nails watching his son
master the ever-changing course.
Kevin Feck, also in Security, signed his 15½ year old daughter and said this about the school, “I really cannot thank you enough
for letting me know about this class. I truly believe it offers a tremendous value, maybe priceless if it helps to keep my daughter out of
trouble on the road. I will absolutely spread the word with my daughter’s friends and their parents. Thanks again.”
Formed back in 2002, the Street Survival organization hosts dozens of schools throughout the U.S., utilizing local BMW CCA
chapter volunteers. The organization is a 501c3 charity so the $75 entry fee is also eligible for a Vantiv Gives match. Please go to
streetsurvival.org to see when the next school comes to your area.

GIRLS GONE

DRIVING

by
Nicky Schardt

Old Dog, New Tricks
I had a big birthday this year – I turned 50 years old (I can’t
believe I’m confessing this!), the big FIVE-O, a half-a-century
kind of old, and while I don’t FEEL that “old”, the reality is,
well, I am almost twice as old as when I originally joined the
BMW CCA. Many of my peers are the same age, or older, so
I’m sure you’re laughing at my revelation, while some of you
younger ‘kids’ think it’s hard to believe I’m still alive. Yes,
while there may be some downsides to this age milestone,
I’m hoping that with age comes wisdom, or at the very least,
informed insights? Oddly enough I’ve found that being “of
a certain age” has uncovered a newfound joie de vivre, so I
wanted to share a few New Tricks from this Old Dog…
1. Staying at the track for a full race:
For the first time that I can recall, Steve and I actually sat
in traffic with all the other spectators as we left a race,
and this time it was at the Watkins Glen 6-hour race. I
know this doesn’t sound like a lot of fun, but if we hadn’t
slogged it out in traffic we wouldn’t have ended up having
a great dinner with the Continental Tire marketing guy,
Greg Vandemark, his wife Sarah, Tyler Cooke, driver with
BimmerWorld, and his girlfriend Nicola. Sometimes
misery loves company!
2. Driving, and kind of liking, the Forgeline C5 Corvette:
I have been a BMW gal since 1994 when I bought my first
e30 325es and, although I race “our” P-car occasionally, I
haven’t had many opportunities, or inclination, to drive
other marques, until now. Forgeline got a killer deal on a
C5 Corvette, which they’ve turned into a project car, and
by way of my having married the founder of Forgeline, I
drove a few sessions in the Vette at Mid-Ohio. Don’t get me
wrong, the e46 M3 is still my favorite, but it was kind of fun
to jump on the gas down the back straight, just a little…
3. Judging the Ferrari Coppa GT event during the FCA
International Meet (similar to our O’fest) in June
A few of us BMW CCAers were asked to instruct during
the Ferrari Club of America Annual Meet, which on its
own is kind of special. On top of the instructing opportunity, I took part in the judging process for a select group
of drivers who had mastered the Concours, where the car
is judged on its originality, authenticity and condition;
then the Coppa Bella Maccina where every component
and accessory on the car must work precisely as delivered
from the factory – easier said than done, and finally the
Coppa GT, where the driver of the car must demonstrate
competency, proficiency and knowledge of the car and

track at 7-8/10ths of the cars ability. Each of the judges
rode along with two different drivers for four laps and
weren’t allowed to say a word, which is difficult enough;
then we combined our insights to judge the worthiness
of each candidate. The FCA allows up to three winners,
however one sole driver stood out and it just happened
to be our very own Michael Kelly, BMW CCA member!
I declined judging Michael so there wouldn’t be a biased
vote, but it was clear he deserved the award, hands down.
4. Going to Mosport, aka the Canadian Tire, for the
first time
Steve and I have tried to drive one new track a year, but
after a few years we ran out of convenient options, so
now we try to go to Pro races at new (to us) tracks. This
year we went to Mosport, aka Canadian Tire Motorsports
Track, to support Forgeline clients during the WeatherTech
SportsCar Championship race. Although it was fun to
explore the track, the weather was awful! The temps were
crazy high, which lead to even crazier storms causing the
BimmerWorld paddock to be overcome by a mudslide.
We ran out of water on Saturday, so no toilets, but we
did get to be the “dead men” for BimmerWorld again.
Although we hob-knobbed a bit with the likes of GP3
drivers and Ron Fellows, one of the most accomplished
road racers of his time, I’m not sure I need to go back
as a spectator.
5. Being invited to the Roger Penske IMRRC awards
I’m not sure how this one fell into our laps, but Steve and
I were invited to attend the induction ceremony of Roger
Penske. Talk about hob-knobbing! Our friend Michael
Printup, president of Watkins Glen, introduced us to
several interesting folks, including Andrew Cuomo, the
Governor of NY; Indy Car executive Jay Frye; Bobby
Rahal, former driver and owner; local Centerville grad
and driver for Paul Miller Racing, Bryan Sellers; and of
course, current driver for Penske, Helio Castroneves. We
all sat around a table outside of the Corning Museum of
Glass sipping wine, eating cheese and talking about cars.
In fact everyone there was some kind of “car guy/gal”
regardless of their station in public life.
As I wrap up this article, later than Dohn would have liked,
I couldn’t have done all these fun things without the support
of my similarly afflicted friends and family. We all have day
jobs to manage, kids to raise and dogs who need walking,
but it’s great to be reassured that life is full of surprises and
joy, regardless of your age. Like when we snuck onto the
track at a historic race this year, or maybe not… ■
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